Essay Assignment: Romeo and Juliet


Choose ONE of the topics below and write 500-600 words addressing it. Create your paragraphs
logically; there should be at least four, but no more than six. Each paragraph should have a topic
sentence, textual support /examples pertaining to that topic, and a concluding sentence (for a total of
about 125 words per paragraph).

TOPICS:
A. How does the suicidal impulse that both Romeo and Juliet exhibit relate to the overall theme of
young love? Does Shakespeare seem to consider it a self-destructive tendency inextricably
connected with love, or is it a separate issue? Why do you think so? Explain the reasons for
Romeo’s and Juliet’s suicides. Did they have another choice? Support your claims with evidence
from the play.
B. Discuss the relationships between actual parents and children as well as parent-like figures (the
Nurse and Friar Laurence) in Romeo and Juliet. How do Romeo and Juliet interact with these
adults, and how do these adults either help or hinder the teens? Support your claims with evidence
from the play.
C. Describe, provide examples of, and analyze the different types of love portrayed in the play:
serious, frivolous, familial, romantic, friendly, etc.
D. Choose one major element of the play to compare and contrast with real events in your own life.
This element could be a theme (suicide, love at first sight, mindless hate, loyalty); a character
(lover, best friend, parental stand-in); or an occurrence (a feud, teen suicide, unreasonable parental
demands). As a conclusion, explain what you learned from the play that you will apply to your own
real life.
E. Romeo and Juliet are the most famous pair of lovers in Western literature, but is their love real, or is
it just infatuation? Some people claim that Romeo and Juliet are just melodramatic teenagers.
Others argue that the Romeo and Juliet’s love is the kind of love everyone should aspire to find.
What proof does the play provide that their love is “real love,” not just infatuation?
F. Imagine what would have happened to Romeo and Juliet if they hadn’t died. Is their relationship
sustainable over time? Would they have anything to offer each other once the initial burst of passion
calmed down? Would Romeo move on from Juliet as quickly as he moved on from Rosaline?
Writing in regular prose form, describe the rest of Romeo and Juliet’s life together, providing
reasons from the actual play to support your story (for example, describing something Romeo says
to Juliet in the play as a justification for his behavior in your version).
G. What responsibility should any of the adults bear for the play’s tragic ending? The Prince
announces that “some shall be pardoned and some punished.” Which adults deserve punishment?
The Friar? The Nurse? How about Lord Capulet? Who else, in your opinion, might bear some
responsibility for the two lovers’ deaths? Why? Support your claims with evidence from the play.

Use this as a Guide for Editing.
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